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RIVAS: A year ago, to much fanfare, a
Chinese consortium planning on build-
ing a canal across Nicaragua to rival the
century-old one in neighboring Panama
started initial work with a target comple-
tion date of 2020. Today, however, there
is no further sign of progress beyond the
dirt paths the Hong Kong Nicaragua
Development Group carved out near the
mouth of the Brito River, meant to be the
Pacific Ocean gateway to the $50-billion
canal. HKND has admitted work had
been delayed, with excavation pushed
off to the end of next year. 

It blamed the lateness of an environ-
mental study which was approved by
authorities only in November. In the town
of Rivas, located near the opening of the
Brito River, unease and anxiety has taken
hold. Although the government has
promised its 200,000 inhabitants the
canal would bring them lasting prosperi-

ty, rural folk on the outskirts fear only
they will be uprooted to make way for
the massive project. “If the canal comes,
where will be settle?” asked Ruth
Campos, a resident in her 60s in the town
of Las Lajas.

Residents uprooted
She is one of 27,000 Nicaraguans who

are to be relocated because of the con-
struction of the canal which aims to
accept passage of 3,500 cargo ships a
year, according to HKND. The consortium
was in 2013 given a concession to build
and run the Nicaragua canal for 50 years,
renewable for another half century. The
design for the manmade waterway calls
for a canal 278 kilometers long, 280
meters (919 feet) wide, and 30 meters (98
feet) deep. Its goal is to capture five per-
cent of global maritime traffic, especially
superfreighters going between America

and Asia whose size prevents them using
the Panama canal.

“They can kill me, but I’m not leaving,”
warned a 95-year-old resident, Cristina
Lopez, whose town of La Virgen is to be
bulldozed to make way for the canal
according to HKND’s maps. “This is where
I was born, and it’s where I will die,” she
said. A neighbor, Esperanza, 70, said:
“Here there will be some deaths because
nobody wants to leave their home. How
can these people come to force us from
our land?”

Environmental fears
The locals, and environmental groups,

fear the massive project will destroy Lake
Nicaragua, a vast inland body of fresh
water that is Central America’s biggest,
and a key throughpoint for the canal.
HKND plans to build a logistics center for
the canal in Rivas. In September, work

was meant to have been completed on a
first stage that would see five million tons
of earth excavated. But the delay attrib-
uted to the environmental impact study
has pushed that back. The work “may be
delayed, may change some plans,” Eden
Pastora, a member of the government’s
Great Interoceanic Canal Commission
said. “But the project will go on,” he said.

Many doubts
HKND, still in what it calls the “concep-

tion phase” of the project, is to start
building a port early next year on
Nicaragua’s Caribbean coast, in Punta
Gorda, to bring in the heavy machinery
needed for the next stage. The Australian
head of the project for the HKND, Bill
Wild, said  late last month that work was
“behind schedule” by nearly a year. He
said late approval of the environmental
impact study was to blame. That study,

carried out for HKND by a British firm,
Environmental Resources Management,
concluded that the canal would have
“significant” consequences, especially for
Lake Nicaragua. Parts of the canal are
also to be built on earthquake-prone ter-
rain, it noted.

But it stated that, if executed correctly,
the canal would have a “positive” impact
for the country. A hydrology expert,
Salvador Montenegro, highlighted the
problem of opening up Lake Nicaragua,
whose shallow waters lie above an
ancient tectonic zone of seismic and vol-
canic activity.  An Asian affairs analyst,
Alberto Aleman, said HKND has left open
“many questions about the environmen-
tal aspects” of the project. “Apparently
not enough capital, not enough invest-
ment has been raised, and they have not
been able to come up with a study able
to dispel all the doubts,” he said. — AFP 

A year after work starts, little sign of Nicaragua canal

BEIJING: A woman wears a mask as she rides her bicycle along a street near Tiananmen Square on the third day of a “red alert” for pollution in
Beijing yesterday. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Gone are the Bojangles fried
chicken and biscuits. When supporters offer Tex-
Mex, she takes a salad. And forget about cake
(most of the time). As Hillary Clinton knows from
previous presidential campaigns, politicking
means picking your food carefully. When her
staff laid out a spread of pulled pork and beans
from Whole Hog Cafe after a stop in Little Rock,
the Democratic front-runner ate a single tomato
slice. Though she forgoes a Fitbit to count her
steps, Clinton sends her campaign team to scout
out secluded tracks for brisk walks and hotel
rooms with space for yoga. And she swears by
the weight-loss power of hot peppers, keeping
red pepper flakes on hand when on the road.

Since launching her 2016 bid in April, Clinton
has embarked on a diet and fitness regimen,
hoping to stave off the pounds that afflict most
every White House hopeful amid the near-sleep-
less nights and temptation of nonstop snacking
during a campaign.  Among supporters, her sig-
nificant weight-loss - along with a style
makeover - are subjects of constant chatter. “She
must be doing something right that I couldn’t
figure out how to do politically and gastronomi-
cally,” said former Vermont Gov. Howard Dean, a
Clinton backer who said he added 35 pounds,
ballooning up to 195, during his eight-month
campaign for president in 2004. “I don’t know
how people stay trim on the campaign trail.”

‘I’m not skinny’
All candidates have their tricks for staying fit

while hustling for votes. President Barack Obama
has often complained about the fried food that is
a staple of campaign stops and is a regular at the
gym, even when traveling. Kentucky Sen Rand
Paul avoids fries. Republican Jeb Bush is a devo-
tee of the Paleo diet, claiming to have lost 40
pounds by cutting carbs and dairy.  “I’m not skin-
ny,” he said this fall. “I’m perfectly sized.” But no

politician’s looks have been scrutinized as long or
as intensely as Clinton’s, whose appearance has
been a topic of conversation for decades.

“It’s a daily challenge,” she said earlier this
year to a participant in a Facebook chat, whoo
asked how she manages to get camera-ready
each morning. “I do the best I can - and as you
may have noticed, some days are better than
others!” Unlike her self-described “vegan-ish”
husband and gluten-free daughter, aides say
Clinton doesn’t follow a specific diet plan.
Instead, they say, she goes by the general rule of
“if it looks bad for you, it’s probably bad for you.”
Her one secret: Raw hot peppers. At a farm stand
in Davenport, Iowa, this fall, Clinton detailed sci-
entific research on the health effects of spicy
food, telling a cashier that she finds eating raw
jalapenos “so refreshing.”

“During 2008, there was not a day or a
minute that went by that we didn’t have a full
plate of raw jalapenos,” said Jamie Smith, a 2008
campaign aide, who once received a pep talk
from Clinton about her inability to handle their
heat. “She ate them like potato chips.” Former
and current staffers describe her food tastes as
surprisingly normal, saying she snacks on ched-
dar Goldfish crackers.

While she would occasionally indulge when
she campaigned for fellow Democrats during the
2014 elections, snacking on fried chicken and
Mexican food, Clinton has now adopted more
discipline. 

Dining with supporters in Washington earlier
this month at Etto, an Italian restaurant known
for its wood-fired pizzas, Clinton opted for a cau-
liflower salad. At the Iowa State Fair, an annual
calorie-rich stop for candidates, she picked up a
pork chop on a stick, but ate only three bites in
public. (Aides say she later ate the whole chop -
not because it was a political obligation, but
because she said it was “delicious.”) — AP

Clinton avoids campaign diet 
pitfalls with hot peppers, yoga

HOPKINTON: Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton gets fresh tomatoes
at Dimond Hill Farm between campaign stops in Hopkinton, NH. — AP 

BEIJING: Beijing has ordered 2,100 factories to
suspend or reduce production as part of its “red
alert” measures to deal with smog, the govern-
ment said yesterday, as the city remained
shrouded under toxic haze for the third consecu-
tive day. The Chinese capital imposed the high-
est tier of a four-color smog warning system for
four days starting Saturday, the second time the
red alert was applied since Beijing established
the pollution precaution scheme in 2013. As part
of the “emergency response plan”, 2,100 factories
in the city and on its outskirts have been
ordered to either stop or scale back production
in an effort to cut emissions, an official from the
Beijing Municipal Commission of Economy and
Information Technology, who declined to be
named said.

The government was sending inspectors to

the plants on a daily basis, she said. “[The facto-
ries] all strictly carried out the measures” as
required, she added. Counts of PM2.5 - harmful
microscopic particles that penetrate deep into
the lungs-were 172 micrograms per cubic meter
earlier, according to the US embassy, which
issues independent readings. The reading is
nearly seven times the World Health
Organisation’s recommended maximum expo-
sure of 25 over a 24-hour period.

PM2.5 is expected to peak at above 300
micrograms per cubic meter today, the state-run
Beijing Daily reported, citing environment
authorities. During the red alert, Beijing pulls
half the city’s cars off the roads, except for buses,
taxis, electric cars and vehicles for special pur-
poses such as ambulances, while the public
transport system including subways increases

capacity, the report said. Schools and kinder-
gartens in Beijing were advised to close yester-
day and today under the red alert and teaching
materials were uploaded online for the students,
the paper said.

It added that 33 cities in other provinces
including Hebei, which surrounds Beijing, Henan
in central China and Shandong in the east also
imposed similar steps to contain the smog. All
the measures reduced the PM2.5 concentration
by up to 30 percent compared with a simulation
of the situation where no action is taken, said
the city’s environment authorities, according to
the report. Beijing issued its first-ever red alert
on December 7, declaring emergency pollution
measures following scathing public criticism of
the city’s weak response to choking smog that
settled on the city earlier in the month. — AFP 

Beijing smog persists
Thousands of plants cut production 


